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ABSTRACT. Investors often wish to insure themselves against the 
payoff  of  their  portfolios  falling  below  a  certain value.  One  way 
of  doing this is  by  purchasing an appropriate collection of  traded 
securities.  However, when  the derivatives market  is not  complete, 
an investor who seeks portfolio insurance will also be interested in 
the cheapest hedge that is marketed.  Such insurance will not exactly 
replicate the desired insured-payoff, but it is the cheapest that can 
be achieved using the market. 
Analytically, the problem of  finding a cheapest insuring portfolio 
is a linear  programming problem.  The present  paper  provides  an 
alternative portfolio  dominance approach to solving the rninimum- 
premium insurance portfolio problem.  This affords remarkably rich 
and intuitive insights to determining and describing the minimum- 
premium insurance portfolios. 
*  We  thank Bruce Grundy and Yvan Lengwiler for their helpful advice. We  also thank an anony- 
mous referee for constructive comments. The research of C. D. Aliprantis is supported by  the NSF 
Grant ETA-007506 and the research of  R. Tourky is funded by  the Australian Research Council 
Grant A00103450. Portfolio insurance guarantees a minimum payoff or floor on the downside while 
capturing the upside.  The desired  insured  payoff  can be  replicated by  holding a 
riskless asset and fiduciary call options. Alternatively, it can be replicated by holding 
the portfolio and protective put options. 
When derivative markets are not complete, the desired insured payoff  need  not 
be marketed and a perfectly insuring portfolio may not be available. However, there 
always exist tradable portfolios that pay more in every state than the desired pay- 
off.  These portfolios are candidates for portfolio insurance when  markets are not 
complete.  The price of  such  a super insuring  portfolio is its insurance-premium. 
Therefore,  an investor  who seeks  portfolio  insurance  would  be  interested  in  the 
cheapest hedge that combines available securities, even though it need not exactly 
replicate the desired insured payoff.  That is, an investor  will strive to purchase  a 
portfolio whose payoff dominates the desired insured payoff and which has the low- 
est insurance-premium.  Such a portfolio is termed a minimum-premium insurance 
portfolio. 
The problem  of finding a  minimum-premium insurance  portfolio is a standard 
linear programming problem.  This paper presents an alternative approach to solv- 
ing the minimum-premium insurance portfolio problem in a general setting. This is 
done by taking advantage of  the order theoretic structure of  portfolio dominance- 
whereby a portfolio dominates another portfolio if  it pays at least as much in each 
state of the world.  As we shall see, the portfolio dominance approach affords remark- 
ably rich  and intuitive insights to determining and describing minimum-premium 
insurance portfolios. 
The principal  insight  of  this paper is  that we  can always obtain a  minimum- 
premium insurance  portfolio by  looking  at portfolio  dominance  over  a restricted 
number of states of  the world.  In particular, its analysis focuses on the structure of 
portfolio dominance over as many uncertain states as available securities. 
Technically, the argument goes as follows. When markets are complete, it is easy 
to determine the portfolio  that replicates  a desired  insured payoff,  since in such 
a  setting there are as many states of  the world  as the available (non-redundant) 
securities.  In terms of portfolio dominance, this portfolio is the least upper bound 
of the underlying portfolio and the floor.' 
In contrast, when  markets are not complete there are more states in the world 
than available securities and the desired  insured payoff  need  not be marketed.  In 
such a case, we  construct a number of  different notions of  portfolio dominance by 
l~ere  the matrix of non-redundant contingent claims is non-singular and the replicating portfolio 
can be calculated by taking the inverse value of  the desired insured-payoff. discarding enough states of  the world.  For instance, if there are J securities, then 
we  can say that a portfolio dominates another portfolio if  it pays at least as rnuch 
in the first J states of  the world.  Likewise, a portfolio dominates another portfolio 
if it pays at least as much  in the last J states of  the world.  Now  for  every such 
restricted  notion of  portfolio dominance,  we  can calculate the least  upper  bound 
of  the underlying portfolio and the floor  giving  us  a  finite number  of  candidate 
portfolios.  The main result of  this paper asserts the following: 
One of the finite number of the least upper bounds or candidate portfolios  of 
the underlying portfolio and the .floor must be  a rninimu7n-premium insurance 
portfolio. 
A  characterization of  investors that demand  portfolio insurance  has  been  pre- 
sented  in  the classical article of  H.  Leland  [ll.];  where  it is assumed  that option 
markets are complete and therefore any desired insured payoff can be perfectly repli- 
cated through the purchase of  traded securities. Clearly, an investor that demands 
insurance in a complete market also demands insurance in the case of an incomplete 
derivatives market.  However, if  she cannot perfectly replicate the desired insured 
payoff, then why would she be interested  in the "exotic"  insurance studied in the 
present  paper?  Why  characterize  the cheapest  hedge?  Why  the minimum cost 
criterion? 
The replication  of  derivatives in  constrained  markets  using  the  minimum cost 
criterion has been the subject of many articles in the literature. For instance, V. Naik 
and R.  Uppal  [13] use  the minimum cost criterion to co~istruct  optimal hedging 
strategies in the presence of leverage constraints. Their work determines the strategy 
that minimizes the initial cost of  hedging given  leverage  constraints,  They argue 
that the criterion of  minimum cost  has several advantages.  First, for constrained 
institutions that need to hedge liabilities, this approach is equivalent to maximizing 
profit.  Second, the minimum cost  approach  also determines the maximum price 
that a constrained investor would be willing to pay for a contingent claim for exact 
portfolio insurance.  That is, it is the maximum price that an investor is willing to 
pay for a non-traded Over-The-Counter portfolio insurance. Third, the authors show 
how the minimum cost criterion is related to utility maximization in the presence 
of leverage constraints. 
The minimum cost criterion is by now a well studied in the literature on hedging 
and option pricing under constraints.  For example, C. Edirisinghe,  V. Naik, and 
R, Uppal [5] study minimum-premium hedging in the presence of transactions costs. 
Moreover, M.  Broadie, J. Cvitanic, and H. M. Soner [3]  use the minimum cost cri- 
terion to determine the cheapest portfolio that dominates an option in the presence 
of extremely general constraints.  Our analysis is motivated by the issues considered 
in these papers. The cheapest hedge problems under portfolio constraints lend themselves comfort- 
ably to the realm of linear optimization (see for instance V. Naik and R. Uppal [13]) 
and to convex as well  as to stochastic optimization approaches  (see for  instance 
C. Edirisinghe, V.  Naik, and R. Uppal [5] and I. Karatzas and S. Kou  [8, 91).  Why 
the portfolio dominance approach? 
The portfolio dominance approach captures an important mathematical aspect 
of options-the  building blocks of  hedging strategies.  Indeed, under  the portfolio 
dominance approach an option is simply a vector lattice operation in the portfolio 
space. In fact, for an underlying security with replicating portfolio 0, the call option 
at strike price k is replicated by the portfolio (0-k)+, where k is the riskless portfolio 
paying k  in each state of the world  and the lattice operation (0 -  k)+ is taken in 
the space of  portfolios.  Similarly, the put option at strike price k  is replicated by 
the portfolio (k -  0)+. Furthermore, the portfolio dominance approach has already 
yielded several results on portfolio trading in complete as well as incomplete markets. 
See for instance the work of  D. Brown  and S. Ross [4] who extend Ross'  classical 
result  [14] on  the role of options in  completing markets  (see also R.  Green and 
R. Jarrow [6]). 
The structure of  this paper is as follows.  The model is in Sections 2.  The main 
result regarding the minimum-premium insurance portfolio is stated in Section 3. 
Section 4 illustrates the results with several examples.  The mathematical back- 
ground needed  for establishing the main result  is presented  in Section  A1  of  the 
Appendix.  Section A2 studies the concept of  portfolio dominance, while the proof 
of the main result of this work is in Section A3. 
I 
2.  MINIMUM-PREMIUM  INSURANCE PORTFOLIO 
This section begins with a brief exposition of portfolio insurance in the standard 
state-space assets markets model, see for example the models in 114, 121,  We  then 
look at hedging when markets are complete. Using the insights gained from the case 
of complete markets we  extend the analysis to the case of  incomplete markets. 
We consider the two-period securities model. There is a finite number S of states 
of  the world.  Agents trade J 5 S non-redundant securities TI, rz, . .  . ,  T,  in period- 
zero whose period-one payoffs are state contingent claims.  Therefore, we  allow for 
incomplete markets in which the number of no-redundant securities J is smaller than 
the number of states S. As usual, the asset returns matrix (or the pay08 matrix) 
R is the S x J matrix whose columns are the available no-redundant  (i.e., linearly independent) security vectors: 
Portfolios are linear combinations of the available securities.  A portfolio is there- 
fore represented by a vector in RJ, Portfolios are considered as column vectors and 
the payoff  of a portfolio 0 is R0. 
A state contingent claim, which is a vector in I@,  is said to be a marketed pago# 
if  it lies in the asset span  (i-e., the range)  Ad  = (R) of  the returns rnatrix R  in 
RS; in which case, there is a unique portfolio (called the replicating portfolio) of  the 
available securities whose payoff is the state contingent claim. We shall assume that 
the riskless bond 1 = (1,1,.  . .  ,I)  is marketed. 
We  shall also say that a portfolio  8 super replicates  a  state contingent  claim 
x E Rs  if  R0 > x. That is, 0 pays at least as much in each state as x.  A portfolio 
0  (perfectly)  replicates a  state contingent claim x  E  RS  over  a set of  states I if 
RB(s) = x(s) for every s E I. 
If the asset span equals the whole space of contingent claims (i.e., if  J = S),  then 
markets are complete.  When J < S the markets are incomplete in which case some 
state contingent claims cannot be replicated by a portfolio. 
We shall restrict our study to arbitrage-free  security prices,  That is, we  restrict 
our attention to vectors q E RJ of security prices that give a non-zero positive value 
q  8 > 0 to any non-zero portfolio 0 with a positive payoff R0 2 0.  A price q E  I@ 
is arbitrage free  (resp. weakly  arbitrage free) if q  0 > 0 (resp. q - 0 3  0) whenever 
the portfolio 0 satisfies Re > 0 (resp. R0 3  0). 
Portfolio Insurance: The insured payo8 of  a portfolio 0 = (4,  02, .  .  . ,8,)  at a 
floor k E  R is a state contingent claim that captures the upside of  the portfolio and 
insures against any downside below the floor.  In other words, the insured payoff is 
the state contingent claim 
max (R0, k} =  I 
where k =  kl  is the riskless bond paying k in each state of the world.  In a complete 
market the insured payoff of a portfolio is the contingent claim that can be replicated by holding the payoff of  the portfolio and a put option with a strike price  k; or it 
can be replicated by holding k and a call option on the portfolio with a strike price 
k. The basic problem is that when markets are incomplete the insured payoff  need 
not be a marketed payoff. 
Minimum-premium  insurance portfolios: Once again we  consider a portfolio 
8 and a  floor  k.  Any  portfolio q whose  payoff  Rq dominates the insured payoff 
max {Re,  k) in each state is viewed as an insurance portfolio.  There are many such 
portfolios.  The cost  of  such  a portfolio  is  the insurance-premium.  So, if  q is  a 
securities price, then the insurance-premium associated with an insurance portfolio 
q is q - 7. We are, therefore, interested in a  minimum-premium  insurance portfolio 
(or a cheapest hedge portfolio) of  8 at the floor k, which is the least costly portfolio 
whose payoff dominates the insured payoff of  8 and the floor k. That is, a minirnum- 
premium insurance portfolio is a solution to the following minimization problem: 
(MP)  minqSq 
st.:  7 f  RJ, Rq 2  RO,  and Rq > k 
A solution to this minimization problem always exists. -4s a matter of  fact: 
The solution set  of  the minimization problem  (MP)  is a non-empty, convex 
and  compact subset  of RJ . 
In this section we  shall sketch briefly the basic ideas behind our solution to the 
hedging  problem.  As  mentioned  before,  our solution  is  based  on  the notion  of 
portfolio dominance that is related to the lattice structures of  the spaces. 
We shall say that a portfolio O  dominates a portfolio q if  R8 > Rq, in which case 
we  write 8 k  q. The portfolio dominance relation 5 makes RJ a partially ordered 
vector space, We shall denote by C the (pointed convex) cone generated by  k,  i.e, 
Now for any two portfolios 8 and q we  write O Vc  q to mean a least upper bound 
of  the set {B,q) relative to k.  That is, the portfolio O Vc  q, if  it exists, has the 
property that B VC q h  8 and 8 Vc q  q and if  p ? O  and p k  q, then p k  8 Vc q. 
Whenever  markets are complete, one can calculate a unique portfolio that is a 
minimum-premium  insurance portfolio for any arbitrage free securities price. How- 
ever, when  markets are not complete the minimum-premium  insurance portfolio 
depends on the prevailing price.  Nevertheless, as we  shall see, the incomplete mar- 
kets case is quite similar to the case of complete markets.  The details follow. Complete Markets: 4ssume for now that markets are complete. That is, assume 
that the payoff matrix R is a J x J matrix. Recall that we  have fixed a portfolio 0 
and a floor k.  ?Vhen  markets are complete, it is easy to calculate a perfect  hedge, 
or a portfolio that replicates the insured payoff of 6 at floor k. 
Indeed, if the portfolio K  replicates k (i.e., if  RK  = k), then since R is invertible  . 
the insured payoff is replicated by the portfolio: 
The portfolio 6* is clearly a minimum-premium  insurance portfolio for any arbitrage 
free price.  In particular, it is independent of  the prevailing arbitrage free security 
prices.  That is, we  have the following result. 
Theorem 3.1. If markets are complete, then  for any arbitrage free  price  the unique 
minimum-premium insurance portfolio  is replicated  by the portfolio  6 Vc  K,  which 
exists (and is the call option on the portfolio  6  at strike price k  and k  bonds 1.) 
Incomplete Markets: Assume now that the market is incomplete.  We  shall see 
that discarding some S -  J states of  the world allows us to use a procedure for cal- 
culating a minimum-premium  portfolio insurance as though t,he market is complete. 
We shall describe this method next. 
For any collection I of J elementary states let RI be the J x J matrix whose rows 
are the rows of the payoff matrix R corresponding to the states of I. For instance, 
if  there are three securities and four states then 
If RI is invertible, then we say that RI (or even I)  defines a pseudo-complete  market. 
Since the rank of R is J there always exists at least one pseudo-complete market. 
Before proceeding further, let us introduce some further notation, If a set of states 
I = {sl < sz  <  < sJ)  defines a pseudo-complete  market  and 6  is a portfolio, 
then we  let 61 = (O,,  ,  O,,,  .  .  . ,6,,).  If  we view 61 as a column vector, then we  shall 
denote RIBI by R16,  that is, R18 = RIOI. 
Now  each  pseudo-complete  market RI generates a new notion of  portfolio dom- 
inance YI  by defining 6  kI  9 whenever  R16  > RIq.  It turns out that not only 
this portfolio dominance relation kI  partially orders the portfolio space RJ  but it 
also induces a lattice ordering.  That is, for every  pseudo-complete  market RI its 
portfolio dominance cone is a lattice cone-which  is also a super-cone of  C, i.e., C  Cr. This means that if 
q and 0 are two portfolios, then the ~I-supremu~n  of  the two portfolios 0 Vf q exists 
and is  given  by  8 VI q = R;'  max{RIO, RIq).  Assuming that RK,  = k, for  each 
pseudo-complete niarket RI we  let 
q~ := 0 vI  K, =  R,'  max {RIB, k) 
If  0 is  any portfolio and  k is  a floor price,  then a potentially  insuring portfolio 
is any portfolio of the form q1 satisfying RqI > max (RO, k).  We  shall denote the 
finite collection of all potentially insuring portfolios of  0 at the floor k by Polk,  i.e., 
%,r:  = (1) E IRJ :  ?')  =  q~ for some pseudo-complete market Rr and Rq  > RB V k  ) . 
Clearly, there is a finite number of  potentially insuring portfolios that are calculated 
independently of the arbitrage free security price. 
The remarkable property  is  that one  of  the potentially insuring portfolios is a 
minimum-insurance premium portfolio. This is the main result of  this paper and it 
will be stated next. Its proof is quite involved and it will be presented in Section A3 
of the Appendix. 
Theorem 3.2  (The Cheapest Hedge Theorem).  For any portfolio 0, any arbitrage 
price q, and any  floor  k  we have the following: 
(1) There exists at least one  potentially insuring portfolio OVr~  that is a minimum- 
premium insurance portfolio for 0 at floor  k. 
(2) A  minimum-premium insurance portfolio 0 VI  tc  is the cheapest potentially 
insuring portfolio.  That is, q . (0 VI n) 5 q - q for all q E P0,r:. 
(3)  The portfolio q* = 0 Vc  n  exists if  and only if  consists of  one portfolio 
q*,  which is automatically a minimum-premium insurance portfolio for  any 
arbitrage free  price. 
The third statement in the theorem is an extension of  the main result in [I],  which 
shows that a  price  independent  minimum-premium insurance  portfolio  insurance 
exists for any portfolio-floor  pair if  and only if the portfolio dominance cone is a 
lattice cone; i.e.,  it generates vector lattice on the portfolio space. 
Let us conclude this section with a final remark. There is an intuitively appealing 
way of  identifying the potentially insuring portfolios: 
A portfolio is a potentially insuring portfolio if and only if it super replicates 
the insured pay08 and perfectly  replicates the insured pay08 over a set I  of 
J  states for  which RI is a pseudo-complete  market. 4.  ILLUSTRATIVE  EXAMPLES 
The Cheapest Hedge Theorem 3.2 can be reformulated as follows. 
Theorem 4.1. For any portfolio 8, any arbitrage free  price  q, and any Boor k we 
have the following: 
(1)  There exists  at least  one potentially  insuring portfolio  that is a  mznimum- 
premium insurance portfolio  for 8  at Boor k. 
(2) A minimum-premium znsurance portfolio can be obtained by solving the  finite 
minimization problem: 
(3)  If Pork  consists of  one portfolio,  say v*,  then q* is automatically a minimum- 
premium insurance portfolio. 
That is:  For  any arbitrage free  price,  the cheapest potentially  insuring portfolio 
is a  minimum-premium insurance portfolio.  In other words, we  have  reduced the 
minimum-premium insurance portfolio problem (MP)  to the following minimization 
problem over a finite set. 
min  q .  77 
s. t.: q  is a potentially insuring portfolio. 
This section presents  some illustrative examples  of the preceding  result.  With 
this in mind, let 8 be a portfolio, k a floor, and q an arbitrage free price. Moreover, 
for each set I  of J states, let RI be the J x J matrix whose rows are the rows of R. 
determined by I. Now  consider the following steps: 
(1) For each invertible RI find the portfolio 
71 =  R;l  max {RB, k) , 
and form the collection  of  all potentially insuring portfolios of  8 at the 
floor k. 
(2) If  Po,,,  consists of  one portfolio, say v*, then we  are done.  The portfolio q* is 
the only minimum-premium insurance portfolio for any arbitrage free price. 
(3) If %,k  contains more than one portfolio, then the least costly portfolio q in 
Polk  with respect to the price q is a minimum-premium insurance portfolio. 
We  are now ready to present three examples. The first example is an example of 
a complete market. Example 1 (A Complete market). Suppose that there are four states of  the world 
and that the market has the following non-redundant securities: 
(1) A treasury bond with payoff  1  = (1,1,1,1). 
(2) A corporate bond with payoff  (O,1, 1,l). 
(3) A share with payoff (O,1, 2,4). 
(4) A call option on  the share with a strike price of  3.  That is,  the security 
max{(0,l12,4)  -  3,O) = (0,0,0,1). 
Therefore, the asset returns matrix R  is 
11  14  1J 
Keep in mind that the payoff of  any portfolio 8 is RO. 
Now  consider the portfolio 0 = (I,  2,3,0). The insured payoff on a portfolio 0  at 
a floor k =.  10 is the contingent claim 
This contingent claim is obviously marketed and is thc payoff  of  the portfolio 
Clearly, for any arbitrage free securities price q the portfolio 0'  is the unique minim- 
premium insurance portfolio.  Figure 1 provides a graphical illustration of  this ex- 
ample. 
Example 2 (Incomplete markets with only one potentially insuring portfolio). We 
consider the market  in the previous example.  But now  we  suppose that the call 




FIGURE  1. When  markets are complete the insured  payoff  can be 
replicated by a portfolio containing ten treasury bonds and five call 
options. 
Consider the portfolio 8 = (1,2,3). The insured payoff  on the portfolio  B  at a 
floor k = 10 is once again the contingent claim 
This contingent claim is not marketed since as we  saw in the previous example it is 
the payoff of  a portfolio using the unavailable call option. 
However, we can calculate (at most) four important portfolios by looking at the 
four 3 x 3 matrices whose rows are taken from R. These are the matrices: Notice that R(2,3,4)  is a singular matrix. Therefore, we  restrict our attention to the 
remaining three pseudo-complete markets and obtain the following three portfolios: 
From these portfolios only q(1,2,4) has a payoff greater than the insured payoff  of  8 
with floor 10. That is, 
Therefore, for any arbitrage free securities price q the portfolio q(1,2,4) is the only 
minimum-premium insurance portfolio.  Therefore, we  have found a solution that 
is independent  of  the arbitrage free security prices.  This example is illustrated in 
' 
Figure 2. 
Example 3 (Incomplete markets with price dependent insurance). Consider a mar- 
ket with the payoff matrix 
and, once again we  consider the portfolio 0 = (1,2,3). Payoff of portfolio 




FIGURE  2. When the call option is not  available the insured payoff 
cannot be replicated.  However, the unique minimum-premium insur- 
ance portfolio contains ten treasury bonds, a short sale of  one and two 
thirds of  the corporate bond, and one and two thirds of  the share. 
The insured payoff on the portfolio 0 at a floor k = 10 is the contingent claim 
This contingent claim is not marketed. 
Next,  we  can  calculate  (at most)  four portfolios  by  looking at the four 3 x 3 
matrices whose rows are taken from R. These are the matrices: States  States 
-  Payoff of portfolio 
--I--  Payoff of minimum-premium 
insurance portfolio 
Floor 
FIGURE  3. In this example the insured payoff  which is a butterfly- 
spread cannot be replicated.  However, there are two choices for port- 
folio insurance;  and the choice depends on the prevailing  securities 
prices. 
All four matrices are invertible. So, we  consider the portfolios: 
9?(172~3) =  R&t2,3)  max {R  (1,2,3  10) - [i]  i 
10 
7)(1.2.4)  =  R;12 )  I 4) max {R(1,2,4)o,  10) = [$I 
7)(1.3.4)  =  R;t3,4)  max {R(1,3,4)@,  10) =  0  1  [:I 
7)  =  RG~,~)  max {R(2,3,4)oi  10) = Notice that the portfolios q(1,2,4) and q(2,3,4) have a payoff greater than the insured 
payoff of  0 at floor 10. (see Figure 3). That is, 
Now let us take three arbitrage free prices. 
(1) Let q = (1,1,1) = $(I,  2,l)  + $(I,  1,5)  + ~(1,0,0).  norn 
we  see that the minimum-premium insurance  portfolio for  the price  q  is 
77(1,2,4). 
(2) For the arbitrage free securities price 
we have 
P  7(1,1,4)  =  60 + $  and  - 7(2,3,4) = 48 . 
Thus, q  ??(1,2,4)  > q.~(2,3,4),  and so 7(2,3,4) is the minimum-premium insurance 
portfolio for the price q = (4,1,12). 
(3) For the price q = (11,5,25) =  2(1,2,1)+6(1,0,3)+2(1,0,0)+(1,1,5),  we  get 
qS7(1,2,4)  = q'7(2,3,4) = 150. Therefore, both portfolios are minimum-premium 
insurance portfolios for this price q, 
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Appendix: Background and Proofs 
Al. MATHEMATICAL  PRELIMINARIES 
We present here the basic. concepts and results concerning cones in finite dimen- 
sional spaces that are needed to prove the main theorem of  this paper. The generic 
finite dimensional vector space will be RJ. 
Recall that a pointed  convex cone, or simply a  cone, is a non-empty subset K of 
RJ such that: 
(1) K+KGK, 
(2) aK 2  K for each a 2  0, and 
(3) K n (-K) =  (0). 
Every cone K induces a vector space order >K  (or sK)  on RJ by defining x ZK  y (or 
y SK  x) whenever x -  y 6 I<.  The vectors of  K are precisely the vectors satisfying 
x ZK  0 and (if there is no other cone under consideration) they are referred to as 
positive  vectors. We also write z  >K 0 to mean x LK  0 and x # 0. For each vector 
x E K,  the K-order interval (y E RJ :  0 sK  y sK  z} will be denoted [O, x]~,  i.e., 
[o, Z]K = (Y  E RJ :  0 _<K y SK  2). 
A cone K  is said to be generating  if  RJ = K -  K,  i.e., if  every vector in RJ can 
be written as a difference of  two vectors in K. The following result is well known 
and we  state it for completeness. 
Lemma Al.1. A  cone in  is generating if and only if it has an interior point. 
The dual cone K'  of a cone K is defined by 
K' = {q  E  (IRJ)' =  IRJ : q  q.  x 2  0  for all  x E K)  . 
The members of  K'  are called positive  linear functionabs. 
Regarding dual cones, we  have the following basic duality result. Theorem A1.2 (Duality Theorem). If K  is a closed generating  cone in  RJ, then: 
(1)  The dual cone K' is also a closed  and generating  cone. 
(2)  The dual cone of  K' coincides with K, i.e., K = K" = (K')'. 
In particular, we have: 
(a) x 2~ y if and only if q - x 2 q .  y  for each q E  K',  and 
(b) ql >K?  92  if and only if ql  z 2 q2 .  z  for each z  E  K. 
Proof.  It should be clear that K' + K' C  Kt,  cuK'  C  K' for each  cu  2 0, and that 
K'  is a closed subset of RJ. To see that K' is a cone, let q  E  K' n  (-K').  Then, 
q . x 2  0 and q . x < 0 both hold for all x E  K. That is, q - x = 0 for each x E  K. 
Since K is generating, it follows that q - x =  0 for all x E  RJ, i.e., q =  0. 
Clearly, K E K".  To see that K = K" is indeed true, assume by  way of  contra- 
diction that K  is  a proper subset of  K".  So, there exists some x E  K" such that 
z  $ K. Since K is closed and convex, it follows (from the separation theorem) that 
there exist some q E IW.' and some real number c such that q .  y 2 c > q - x for each 
y  E  K. Since K is a cone, we  get c < 0 and q  -  y  > 0 for all y E K.  This implies 
q E K', and so q - x > 0, which contradicts q .  x < c < 0.  Hence, K = K". 
Finally, we  show  that K' is generating, i.e., that RJ  = K' -  K'.  To  see this, 
assume that some q  E  RJ  satisfies  q . y  = 0 for all y  E  K' -  K'.  This implies 
q E K" fl  (-K")  = K il  (-K)  = {0), i.e., q = 0.  Thus, the closed vector subspace 
K' -  K' is dense in RJ, and consequently RJ = K' -  K'. 
A  vector  q  E  (RJ)' = RJ  is  said  to be  K-strictly  positive  (or simply strictly 
positive), denoted q >>K  0, if  x >K 0 implies q .  x > 0. The strictly positive vectors 
will play the role of the arbitrage free prices. 
There are two more notions related to strict positivity.  If K is a cone in a vector 
space X, then a vector x E K  is said to be: 
(a) internal, if  for each  y  E X there exists some a0  > 0 such that x +  ay  E  K 
for all (a]  5 cro, and 
(b) an order unit, or simply a unit, if for each y  E X there exists some a > O 
such that y sK  ax. 
For the dual of  a closed and generating cone in RJ all these notions coincide. 
Lemma A1.3. For a closed  and generating  cone K and some q E K' the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(1) q  is K-strictly positive. 
(2)  q is an interior point  of  K'. 
(3) q is an internal point  of K'. 
(4)  q is an order unit of  K'. Moreover, the interior of K' is non-empty-and  so the collection (K')" of  all strictly 
positive  vectors is dense in Kt. 
Proof.  Notice  first that horn Theorem A1.2 and Lemma Al.l we  know that (Kt)" 
(the interior of Kt)  is non-empty.  This easily implies that (EC')"  is dense in K'. 
(1) ===+  (2) Let q be a strictly positive vector and assume by way of contradiction 
that q $ (Kf)O. Since (Kt)" in non-empty  and convex, there exists (in view of  the 
separation theorem) some non-zero vector  x  E  EJ such that q . x  < p -  x for all 
p E (Kr)O. Since (K')"  is dense in K', it follows that q .x  5 p-x  holds for all p E Kt. 
Taking into account that K' is a cone, we  see that q . x 5 0 5 p .  x for all p E  K'. 
This implies x E KN  = K, and so x >K  0. But then, the strict positivity of q implies 
q - x > 0, contrary to q - x < 0. Thus, q E (Kt)O. 
(2) *  (3) This is obvious. 
(3)  (4) Assume that q in internal point of  K' and let p E RJ. Pick some 
a > 0 such that q +  a(-p)  c:  K'.  This implies p  kql and so q is an order unit. 
(4) *  (1)  Fix an interior vector p in the dual cone K'.  Also, choose a symmetric 
neighborhood V of zero such that p +  V C  K'.  From p tf: u E Kt  for each v 6 V,  it 
follows that -p  SK~  v SKI  p  for each v E V, i.e., V (2  [-p, PIK'. Since q is an order 
unit, there exists some a > 0 such that aq  fp,  and hence A[-p,  PIK' C  [-q,  qIK'. 
So, if  we  let W = iV,  then W G  [--q,  qlK', and thus q +  W  [O, 2p],'  E K'.  This 
shows that q is an interior point of  K'. 
Now let x >K 0 and assume by way  of  contradiction that q -  a; = 0.  If  r E  K' is 
arbitrary, then there exists some X > 0 such that &Xr E W. This yields qlXr  E Kt, 
and so 0 5 (qf  Xr).x = f  Xr*x. This implies r.x =  0 for all r  E  K', and consequently 
r . x = 0 for all r E RJ.  Therefore, x = 0, which is impossible.  This contradiction 
shows that q . x > 0, and so q is strictly positive. 
Lemma  A1.4.  Let  K  be  a  closed  and  generating  cone  in RJ.  If  q  is a strictly 
positive  vector, then a closed subset A of  K  is compact if and only if the set of  real 
numbers q -  A =  (g  - a: a E A) is bounded. 
Proof.  Let A be a closed subset of K such that q-  A is bounded, where q is a strictly 
positive vector.  Since (according to Lemma A1.3) q is an interior point of K',  there 
exists an open neighborhood V of zero such that q +  V 5 K'.  Now  let p E RJ be 
an arbitrary vector.  Choose some X  > 0 such that =kip  E V, and so q f ip  E K'. 
Therefore, q & fp 2,.  0 or -Xq  p  Ap.  This-and  the fact that q . A is 
bounded-imply  that the set p  A is bounded for each p  E RJ. Consequently, A is 
a bounded subset of RJ.  Since A is also closed, it must be a compact set.  0 Corollary A1.5. If  K  is a closed  and generating  cone in RJ,  then the K-order 
intervals of RJ  are compact. 
Proof. Let 10, XIK = K f7 (x  +  K)  be an order interval. Since K  is closed, it should 
be obvious that  10, x]  is also closed.  Now  fix  some vector  q  E  (K')'  and note 
that 0 5 q  y < q . x for each  y E  [O, x]K, i.e., the set  q  -  [O,  XIK  is  bounded.  By 
Lemma A1.4, the order interval [0,  %IK  is compact. 
Now  let K  be  a cone in RJ.  The K-supremum of two  points x,  y  E RJ,  if  it 
exists, will be denoted x  VK  y.  We  shall say that K is a lattice cone if  for any two 
points x, y E RJ the supremum XVK  y exits. An immediate consequence of  the basic 
duality Theorem A1.2 is the following. 
Lemma A1.6. A  closed and generating wne  in RJ is a lattice cone if  and only af 
its dual cone K'  is likewise a lattice cone. 
A non-zero vector x in a cone K  is called a. K-extremal  vector if  0 sK  y sK  z 
implies y = ax  for some a  2  0. The half-line L(z)  = {ax: a  2  0)  generated by a 
K-extremal vector x  is called a K-extremal ray (or simply an extremal ray) of  K. 
Lemma A1.7.  For a cone K in  RJ we have the following. 
(1) If  K  is a  lattice cone, then K  has (aside of  scalar multiples) exactly J  ex- 
tremal vectors (which are necessarily linearly independent) that generate the 
cone K. 
(2)  If K  is generated by J  linearly independent vectors of K,  then K  is a lattice 
cone and (aside of scalar multiples)  these linearly independent vectors  are 
the only extremal vectors of K. 
In other words, K  is a lattice cone if and only if  there exist J  linearly independent 
vectors el, en, . . . ,  e  J  in K  that generate K,  i.e., 
Moreover, when K  is a lattice cone, the half rays L(el),  L(ea), . . . ,  L(eJ)  are the only 
J  extremal rays of K  and for  each pair of vectors x = x:=l  X,ei  and x = xi=,  pzei we 
have 
J  J 
x  VK  y = x  max{X1, il,}ei  and  x  AK y = x  mini&, H}ei. 
l= 1  r=l 
Recall that a non-empty convex subset B of  a cone K is said to be a base for K if 
for each non-zero x  E K with x  # 0 there exist a unique vector b E B and a unique scalar X > 0 such that x = Xb.  The following simple result follows easily from the 
definitions. 
Lemma A1.8. If B is a base for a cone K, then (aside from scalar multiples)  the 
extremal vectors of  K are precisely the extreme points of  the convex set B. 
Regarding the existence of  bases we have the following result of  V. Klee [lo]. (For 
a proof see [7, Theorem 3.12.8, p.  144 and Corollary 3.12.9, p. 1451.) 
Lemma  A1.9 (Klee). If  K is a closed cone in RJ, then: 
(a) K has a compact base,  and 
(b) K coincides with the convex hull of  its extremal vectors. 
The proof of the existence of our cheapest hedge will be based upon the following 
duality result that is a special case of  a result in  [2]. 
Theorem Al.10. Let K  be  a  closed and generating cone in RJ.  Then, for any 
z,  y E IWJ  and any q E K'  we have 
inf  q-z =  max  [JI.(x-  y)+q.y] 
ZLKX,  ~ZKY  PE[O,~IK~ 
=  max  [p-zt(q--p).y]. 
PE[O&]K~ 
Proof.  Fix q  E  Kt,  and let x, y E  RJ  = (RJ)".  By  Corollary A1.5, the K1-order 
intervals of RJ = (RJ)'  are norm compact. Now the desired formula follows from [2, 
Theorem 7.6) applied to the partially ordered vector space L = (RJ,  Kt)  whose order 
dual is L"  = (RJ,  K).  0 
In this section we shall discuss the two-period securities model when there are S 
states and J 5 S non-redundant securities.  The only information needed  for our 
analysis is the payoff matrix 
where  rl,  r2,.  . .  , r~ are the J non-redundant securities.  As  mentioned  before,  the 
sth  row of  the matrix R will be denoted q,,  i.e., q, = (TI($),  r2(s),  . . .  ,  rJ(s)). We shall consider the matrix R as a linear operator  R: O = RJ -+ RT,  where O 
is  viewed  as the portfolio  space  and  IRs  as the asset space.  Since the rank of the 
matrix R is J,  the matrix R  as an operator from RJ to RS is one-to-one* 
The asset span or  the  marketed  space  is  the range of  the operator R, and is 
denoted M or (R). Clearly, the operator R:  RJ --+  A4  is one-to-one and surjective. 
We  always  consider  the marketed space A4  partially  ordered  by  the closed  cone 
M+ =  R:  n  A4.  When A4+  is lattice cone of  M, then M is called a lattice-subspace 
of RS. 
Although the non-redundant securities rl,  ra, .  . . ,  T J are not assumed to be positive 
vectors, we  shall impose the following technical condition on M. 
e  ASSUMPTION: The cone Ad+  is generating in M,  i. e., M  = M+ -  Ad+. 
If  the riskless bond is  marketed, then it should be clear that A[+  is generating. 
Also, if  each security r, is positive, then M+ is automatically generating.  We  are 
now ready to define the portfolio cone. 
Definition A2.1. The portfolio cone is the cone in the portfolio space defined  by 
C={OEO=RJ:  R~'>o)={BE~:  q,.6'2O  foreach s=1,2 ,...,  J} 
That is,  the portfolio cone C consists of  all portfolios in BJ with non-negative 
payoff  and is the inverse image of  the standard cone in Rs  under the operator R, 
i.e.,  C = Ril(R:)  = R-'(M+).  This easily implies that C is a closed  cone in O, 
and our basic assumption shows that we  have following. 
Lemma A2.2.  The portfolio  cone C is closed  and generating. 
Recall that the vectors in O' = (RJ)' are also known as security prices.  If  p E O' 
and 0 € O, then p - 0 represents the value of  the portfolio 6'  ate prices p.  The prices 
in the dual cone of C are known as weakly arbitrage prices. 
Definition A2.3. A weakly arbitrage free  price  is a price lying in the dual cone 
of the portfolio  cone C.  That is, the weakly arbitrage free prices  are the prices in 
C' = {q  E O' =  RJ : q  6' > 0  for  all  0 E C}  . 
A price q E C' is said to be arbitrage free if  0 € C and 6'  # 0 imply q.  6'  > 0. That 
is, the arbitrage free prices are the C-strictly positive vectors-which,  according to 
Lemma A1.3, they are precisely the vectors in (Ct)*.  Since (C1)*  is dense in C', we 
have the following important property. Lemma A2.4. The cone oj" weakly arbitrage free  prices C'  is closed and generating 
and is precisely  the closure of  the convex set (Ct)O of  all arbitrage free  prices. 
Specializing Lemma A1.6 to C and Ct we  have the following. 
Lemma A2.5. The three statements below are equivalent. 
(1)  The portfolio cone C  is a lattice cone. 
(2) The cone of weakly ctrbitrage free  prices C'  is a lattice cone. 
(3)  The marketed space M  is a lattice-subspace  of  R'. 
We now come to the notions of  dominance by  portfolios and prices, 
Definition A2.6.  A  portfolio 6 is said to dominate another portfolio 7 if 6 zc  7, 
i.e.,  if R6  2 Rq. 
Similarly, a weakly  arbi2rage free  price  q dominates another weakly  arbitrage 
free  price p  if q  p,  that is, if for  any portfolio  8 E C  we have q -6  2  p.  6. 
Since R6  2  0 is equivalent to R6.  y 2 0 for all y  E R:  and R6  y =  6 - Rty holds 
(where Rt denotes the transpose of  the matrix R), it follows that Rty  belongs to 
C'  for each y E Ri. That is, we  have the inclusion  {~~y:  y  E Ri}  Ct. where 
{Rty  : y  E R:  } is clearly the (closed) cone generated  by the rows  of  the payoff 
matrix R. The next results informs that, in fact, we  have equality. 
Lemma  A2.7.  The cone  of weakly  arbitrage free  prices  C'  is precisely  the  cone 
generated  by the rows of the payodg" matrix R.  That is, 
S 
C'={R'~:  YE@}=  {~x,~,:  Xs>O foreach  s=1,2  ,..., 
s=l 
Proof. Let CI = {Rty  :  y  E  R$ }.  As  noticed  above, CI is the closed  (convex) 
subcone of C' that is generated by the rows of the payoff matrix R. If C1 # C', then 
there exists some q  E C' such that q # C1.  So, by the Separation Theorem. there 
exists some 8 E RJ such that r .6 2  0 > q .6 holds for all r E C1.  In particular, we 
have q,  .8 2  0 for each s, and so 8 6 C. This implies q - 8 2  0, which contradicts 
q  6 < 0.  This contradiction establishes that C1 = 6'.  0 
The next result presents  a connection between  the extremal rays of  C'  and the 
rows of the payoff matrix R. This is a basic result for our work. 
Theorem A2.8,  The cone  of weakly  arbitrage free  prices C'  enjogs the following 
properties. (1) Every extremal ray  of  C'  coincides with the ha,lf  ra,y generated  by  some roul 
of R (and so C'  has a finite  number of  eartrernal rays). 
(2) The number if  of all eartrernal  rays of C'  satisfies  J  5;  if  < S. In particular, 
C'  is a la,ttice cone if  and  only if  if = J. 
Proof.  (1) Let  q be an extremal  vector  of  C'  and let  L(q) be  its half-ray.  By 
Lemma A2.7, there exist row vectors q,,  ,  . . .  ,  q,,  of the payoff matrix R and positive 
k  constants all..  . ,  ak  such that  q = x,=,  a,qSz. From 0 Scl  alq,,  scr  q and the 
extremality of  q, there exists some X  > 0 such that alq,,  =:  Xq.  Hence, q = pq,, 
holds for some p > 0, and so L(q) = L(q,,).  This shows that C'  has a finite number 
of extremal rays. 
(2) Let l be the number of  extremal rays of  C'. By part (I), it follows that if  5 S. 
Also, let q,,,  . . . ,  q,,  be if  rows of  R that generate all extremal rays of  C'. 
By Lemma A1.9,  we  know  that C'  is  the convex  hull  of  its extremal vectors. 
This implies that C'  is generated by the row vectors q,,,  . .  .  ,  q,,.  In particular, from 
@ = C' -  C'  it follows that l 2  J. Otherwise, if l < J were true, then the vector 
space C' -  C'  could not be of dimension J. 
For the last part, notice first that if 1 = J,  then the vectors q,,  ,  . . . ,  q,,  must be 
linearly independent.  This implies that the cone C'  must be a lattice cone. On the 
other hand, if C'  is a lattice cone, then it must have exactly J extremal rays, in 
which case we  infer that l = J. 
We are now ready to discuss the existence of cheapest hedging portfolios. 
Theorem A2.9.  For  any portfolio  O  and  any arbitrage free  price  q there  exists a 
portfolio  0* such that: its payof  is positive,  it is dominating 8, and 
q.O*=  min  q.q=  max  p.0. 
vLc~,vLcO  o<c,  ~<cr  Q 
Proof.  Fix a portfolio 9 and let q be an arbitrage free price.  Since C  has interior 
points, there exists some ql E C  such that ql LC  8. Now consider the convex set 
A={~Ec:  qzcO and q-qsq-ql}. 
Clearly, A is a closed subset of C  and q - A is bounded.  By Lemma A1.4, the set A 
is compact. Now, from ql E C  and ql >c 8, we  see that q1 E A.  TO complete the 
proof notice that 
inf  qaq=  inf  q-q, 
aEA  vlco,  rl>_cO 
and then use Theorem A1.10 and the compactness of  A. Corollary A2.10.  Let 91  c-~nd  O2  be  two portfolios,  and  let q  be  an arbitrage free 
price.  Then  there exists a portfolio  O*  dominating O1  and O2  such that 
q .  8'  =  nlin  q .  q =  max  [p  -  Q1 + (q -  P)  *  021  - 
qlcel,  II LC02  OIC'PSC'~ 
Proof. By Theorem A2.9  there exists some portfolio  E  such that 
q-e=  min  q  max  p-(el-02). 
~~c~I--~z,v_>co  O<,,PIC~~ 
Now  if  we  let  8'  = e + 02, then  it is easy to check  that O*  satisfies the desired 
properties.  IZi 
Any portfolio 0* dominating O1 and O2  satisfying the optimality equation of  Cor- 
ollary A2.10 is known as a  cheapest hedging portfolio  (or a minimum-premium in- 
surance portfolio) for 81  and O2  with respect to the arbitrage free price q. 
In  [I.]  it was shown that a unique minimum-premium insurance portfolio exists 
for any pair of  portfolios thad is independent of  the arbitrage free price if  and only 
if  C is a lattice cone.  We  call prove that result easily from our analysis here. 
Lemma A2.11 (Aliprantis--Brown-Werner).  The  following  are equivalent: 
(1)  Each pair  of portfolios O1  and O2  admits a unique minimum-premium insur- 
ance portfolio  O*  that is independent of  the arbitrage free  price.  That is, for 
each pair O1 and g2  ojrportfolios there exists a unique portfolio 8*  dominating 
81  and O2  such that for each arbitrage free  price  q we have 
q.O*=  min  q-q. 
slc81,021cS2 
(2) The portfolio  cone C  is a lattice  cone in IRJ  or, equivalently,  the marketed 
space M  is a lattice-subspace  of  RS. 
In  particular, if C is a lattice cone, then the unique portfolio 8" that satisfies property 
(1)  is the portfolio 8* =  O1 V(7 02. 
Proof.  (1) ==.  (2)  Assume that 8'  has the stated uniqueness property.  If  some 
portfolio 7 satisfies q rc  O1 and q Zc 02,  then we  have q-  q 2 q.  Or for each arbitrage 
free price q.  Since the arbitrage free prices are dense in C',  we  see that q - q 2 q -  O* 
for each q E  C'.  By  Theorem A1.2, we  get q 2  O*, and this shows that O*  =  O1  Vc  02. 
(1) a  (2) If  C  is a lattice cone,  then it  is easy  to see that the portfolio 
O* =  0, vc  O2 satisfies the properties stated in (1).  0 For any non-empty subset I of  the index set of states {1,2,  .  . . ,  S),  let HI be the 
vector subspace generated in RJ by  the collection of  the row vectors  {q,:  s E  I). 
Clearly, there is a finite number of  distinct vector subspaces of the form HI. Let 
%==  u  HI. 
{I:  dim Hr<J) 
Thus, the set 3-1  is a (finite) union of  vector subspaces.  As expected, the closed set 
31 has an empty interior. 
Lemma A3.1.  The set  3C  is closed  and  has no interior points.  In particular,  the 
set  of  arbitrage free prices  not in 3C is open and  dense in the set  of  arbitrage free 
prices. 
Proof.  Clearly,  each $6 is  a  closed  subspace of  RJ. Since dim HI < J implies 
H,D  = @,  it follows that 3C is a finite union of  closed sets with empty interior.  The 
conclusion now follows from the following topological fact. 
(e) If  Cl,  C2,  . . . ,  Ck are  closed subsets  of a topological space such that CF  =  @ 
holds for  each i,  then the closed set  C = u;=, Ci  has an empty interior. 
A proof of the preceding claim goes as follows. i\ssume that :c  is an interior point of 
C = u:=, C,. Pick an open neighborhood N  of x such that N c C  Since z  is not 
an interior point of C1, there exists some point xl E N such that xl @  C1. Thus, x 
belongs to the open set C,C, and so there exists an open neighborhood Nl of  xl such 
that Nl n C1 =  @.  Replacing Nl  by N 17  Nl, we can assume that Nl C  N. 
Similarly, since XI is not an interior point of C2 there exists some point x2 E  Nl 
and an open neighborhood N2  of x2  satisfying N2 C  Nl and N2nC2  =  @.  Proceeding 
this way, we  see that there exist points xl,xg,.  .  . ,  xk  and open sets Nl,  N2,.  . . ,  Nk 
such that x,  E N,  and N, n  C, =  @ for each 1  <_ i 5 k,  and 
Now  notice that 
which is impossible. This contradiction completes the proof of  (e). 
For the last claim observe that the set of arbitrage free prices is  (Cf)O satisfies 
(C1)O  = (C')"  n  @ 5: (C1)o n  3Cc c  (C1)o  == C' . 
Since (C')'  is dense in C', we  infer that (C')'  n  3CC =  C'. Recall that a subset I = isl,  sa, . .  . ,  sJ)  of  the set of  states {1,2,.  . . ,  S)  defines a 
pseudo-complete  market if the J x J matrix RI with rows the vectors q,, ,  q,,,  . . .  ,  q,, 
is invertible. In this case, we  also say that RI is a pseudo-complete  market. 
The basic result needed to prove Theorem 3.2 is the following. 
Lemma A3.2. If  8  is an arbitrary portfolio  and  q  is an arbitrage free  price,  then 
there exists a portfolio  8* such that: 
(1)  8*  dominates 8  and  has positive pagofl  i.e., 8* >c 8  and 8'  Zc 0. 
(2) 8*  solves  the optimization problem 
(3) 8'  = R;'  max{~~8,  0) for  some pseudo-complete market RI. 
Proof. If  8 E --C, i.e., if 8  0,  then the conclusion should be obvious; the portfolio 
8" = 0 does the job.  So, we  can suppose that 8  $!  -C.  We shall assume first that 
the arbitrage free price q does not belong to 3.1,  i.e., q 6  31. 
By Theorem A2.9 there exists a portfolio 8* that satisfies (1)  and 
q.8*  ==  min  q.7~  max  p.8. 
rl,c0,17>co  O<C'P<C'Q 
Since 8 f -C,  it follows from 8*  8 and 8*  0 that 8* >c 0. Consequently, the 
strict positivity of q implies q  8*  > 0. Under the assumption q $!  3.1  we  shall verify 
next that this 8* also satisfies (3). 
Start by observing that since the order interval of  security prices  [0,  qlc  is com- 
pact, there exists some p*  E [O, qlci  such that 
p*.8 =  max  p.8. 
O<C'P~C~~ 
From p*  Sc,  q, 8 Sc  8*  and (2),  we get p*  .8* -  < q .  8* =  p*  .8  p*  .  8*. Therefore, 
;P*.~*=P*.~=~.Q*  >o.  (*) 
In particular, we  have p* # 0. 
Since p* E C', there exist (in view of  Lemma A2.7) a non-empty set of  states Il 
and positive constants {a,:  s f 11)  such that  p*  = xs,,,  a,q,.  We  claim that 
q, . 8 > 0 holds for each s E I*. To see this, assume that for some so  E Il we  have 
QSO  8 < 0.  From x,,,, as(q, 8) =  p*  -  8 = q -  8'  > 0,  it follows that Il must have 
at least two states. Now notice that the inequalities 
and 0 sc  ~sEIl\(so)  asp, Sci xSEI,  asqs =  P*  Scf  q  contradict (*I.  So,  8 > 0 for 
each s f  II. From (*)  we  have zsEI,  oJqs  . 8) = xsGI,  os(qs  B*). Taking into account that 
8 LC  8*  is  equivalent  to q,  8 < q,  . 8*  for each  s = 1,2,.  . . ,  S, it  follows that 
q,  .  B = q,  d* > 0 for each s E II.  Therefore, 
9,  .8* = max{q,  - 8,0} for each  s E I1.  (t) 
Next, notice that p*  E  [0, qlc~  implies q -  p*  E [O,q]e~.  If q -  p*  = 0, let Iz -  (d. 
If  q -  p*  >clO,  let  I2 be a non-empty  subset of {1,2,  . . . ,  5)  for which there exist 
positive scalars {B,:  s E  12) such that q -  p*  = xsEh  PSqs. From (M),  it follows 
that, C,,,, Bs(qs  0') = (q -  p*)  8'  = 0.  Since 8'  Zc 0 is equivalent to q,  .  19'  > 0 
for each s, the latter implies q,  -  8* = 0 for each s E  12. In particular, from 8 Sc:  8* 
we infer that q,  - d < q,  8'  = 0 holds for all s E  Iz. This shows that 
q,  .8* = max{q,  .  8,  0)  for each  s € I2  (tt) 
By  assumption q  $ N. So, from q  = p* 4  (q -  p*)  E HIIuI,,  it  follows that 
dim HI,uI, = J. This guarantees the existence of J linearly independent row vectors 
in (q,:  s f  II  U 12). Let I = {s,,  s2,. . . ,  SJ) C  I1  U I2 be such a set of J states for 
which  the set of vectors {q,:  s E  I)  is linearly independent. From (t)  and (tt): we 
see that 
Finally, notice that the J x J square matrix RI has rank J and so it is invertible. 
Consequently,  8'  = R;'  max{RIB, O},  and the validity of (3)  has been established. 
Next, we  consider the case q E  3C. By Lemma A3.1 there exists a sequence {q,) 
of arbitrage free prices such that q,  -+ q and q,  $ 3C for each n.  By Theorem A2.9, 
for each n there exists a portfolio 8;  dominating 0 with positive payoff satisfying 
q,  =  min  q,  .  q =  max  p .  (3. 
s>cQ,  V>CO  O<ct~<c!qn 
By the preceding case, for each n there exists a set I, of J states such that 
Since there is only a finite number of subsets of the set of states {I,  2,. . . , S),  we  can 
assume (by passing to a subsequence if necessary) that there exists a fixed subset I 
of J indices such that I, = I for each n. This implies for each n.  We  shall show that O*  satisfies properties  (l),  (2), and  (3).  Clearly, 
(1) and  (3) are satisfied aut,omatically.  So, to finish the proof, we  must prove the 
validity of  (2). 
To this end, take any q  0 satisfying  77  >c 0. Then, we  have q,.q  >_  q.0:  =  q-0' 
for all n. Taking limits yields q -  77  2  q .O*. This shows that O*  is a solution to the 
optimization problem 
min  4-77? 
72~0,  TLcO 
and the proof is finished. 
Corollary A3.3.  If O1  and 02  are  arbitrary portfolios  and q  is an arbitrage free 
price, then there exists a portfolio 0'  such that: 
(1) 0"  dominates O1  and 02. 
(2) O*  solves the optimization problem 
q-0*=  min  q-q. 
rl2c01,7l1c02 
(3) 0'  = R;'  max{RI@l,  RIB,}  for some pseudo-complete market RI. 
Proof. Consider the portfolio 0 =  Ol -  02.  According to Lemma A3.2 there exists a 
portfolio E*  such that: 
(a) E*  dominates 0 and has positive payoff. 
(b) E*  solves the optimization problem 
q.  €*  ==  max  p.0. 
min  .  =  05C~p-&lq  72c@,rlLcO 
(c) c* = R;~  max{R,@,  0) for some pseudo-complete market RI. 
Now  let O* =  E*  +  O2  and note that 0'  satisfies properties (I),  (2), and (3).  0 
Finally, we are ready to prove the Cheapest Hedge Theorem 3.2. Start by observ- 
ing that since the bond k is marketed, there exists some portfolio O1  E RJ such that 
RO1 = k. By Corollary A3.3 there exists some portfolio 0" such that: 
(i) 0'  dominates 0 and O1. 
(ii) O*  solves the optimization problem 
q.Q*=  min  4-77. 
S>CR ~I_>c~I 
(iii) 0'  = R;l  max{Rr0, RIO~}  for some pseudo-complete market RI. 
Next, consider the finite minimization problem: (3MP)  mi11 q . p 
s. t.:  E  , 
where %  k is the set of  all potentially insuring portfolios of  8 at the floor k!  i.e., 
PQ,~  =  {TI  E EkJ  :  p =  p~  for some pseudo-complete market R, and Rp 2  RB v k } . 
From (i), (ii), and (iii), we see that the portfolio 0'  is a solution of the minimization 
problem (FMP),  and that any solution of  (FMP)  satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). Now 
the validity of all statements in Theorem 3.2 follow from this equivalence. RESEARCH PAPER SERIES - RECENT PUBLICATIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS  57 
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